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ANY ACCIDENTS REPORTED ON WEEKEND

he frustrated intellectual'
, Goldwater Of Arizona, cc
nti-ballistic missile system:
ign in this country Is se.
that in the weeks to come
oat hysterical pitch among%

Wells Lovett
Speaker For
Democrats -

a.ry of Defense Melvin ft.
the Nixon administration
Psuts talks fail to produce

Breakfasts Planned
At Jonathan Creek
Tuesday & Friday

Directors
Are Named
For Chamber

Richard V. Farrell
On USS America

Five Accidents Occur In
City On Sunday Afternoon

(G0461) NORFOLK, VA. (F11TNC) Muth 17 — Airman RichFellowship breakfasts for pasard V. Farrell, USN, son of Mr.
tors, music directors, and evanand Mrs. R. W. Farrell of 1304
gelists of the Baptist Churches
Four persons were injured in on the right quarter panel and
se successful. But if we are
Poplar Street, Murray, Ky., is the five traffic collisions
are being held at Jonathan
that
the Duncan car on the front
have
11
an alternative apserving aboard the Navy's new- occurred in about a three hour to
Creek Assembly in the interest
In molts of the rain, the gusty
est and largest attack aircraft period in the city of Murray end.
meet-rind."
Wells Lovett will be guest of the revivals for the Crusade
winds, etc. spring is here, as
Five new directors were nam- carrier, USS Amer:ca,
speaker at a Calloway County of the Americas.
on Sunday afternoon, according
At 3:55 p.m. Donna Mae
Sof last Thursday.
ed for the Murray Chamber of
The America is in its home- to the reports filed by the
Democratic dinner on March
Bro. H. Curtis Erwin, Glas
in- Shirley, Doran Road, driving a
28 at the Holiday Inn at seven glow, who is conducting the re- Commerce in balloting that has port in Norfolk, Va, having
vestigating officers of the Mur 1967 Ford two door hardtop,
As further evidence, the birds
pan.
-vival this week at the First lasted for the past ten days. The turned from an eightononth ray Police Department. They all was going west on Main Street
are beginning to pair off for
directors
new
are
A.
Dr.
H.
combat
Lovett,
former
resident
tour
of
a
off
the coast of occurred during the hard rain and had stopped for traffic.
Adiekdese, March 19, 190
Baptist Church will be t he
the continuation of their specMurray, is the grandson of the speaker for the short program Kopperud, Paul Engle, H. Glen Vietnam last December.
Mrs. Meal' Wilson and baby
in the city.
James R. Jeffery, North 18th
ies.
Doran,
Chrisman
H.
LeE.
and
The 77,600-ton carrier has
late Rainey T. Wells. He is
preceding the breakfast at eight
In, 41111 North leth Street, Mar:
Anna Louise Johnson, age 14, Street, driving a 1962 Chrysler
onard
Vaughn.
partner of Lovett and Kusch a.m. on Tuesday, March 25.
won the Battle Efficiency "E" and James Allen Johnson, age
iy; lira Falay MUM, Route 11,
two door hardtop, also going
Watching two Yellow Shafted
The new directors replace in Fleetwide competition, as the
Law Firm in Owensboro where
At the breakfast on Friday,
turray; N. P. Paschall, Routs
11, suffered abrasions in the ac- west, told police he failed to see
James Sesis
Flickers yesterday afternoon goMax
B.
Hurt,
RichardBethel
best and most combat efficient cident at 5:03 p.m. They were
he and his wife, Mary Whit- March 28, at eight a.m. Bro. Joe
MurraY; Kim Jennifer Dewthe Shirley car stripped and
ing through an elaborate matfield McKinley, and three chil- Carrico who is the evangelist son, Dan Hutson, Ray Broach ship within its division.
y, Elizabeth Hall MSU, Mur.
treated and released at t h e hit it in the rear, according to
ing ritual.
and
Garrison.
James
All have
E.
dren
reside.
at
the
Briensburg
revival this
emergency room of the Murray- the police report.
ly; Muter Lloyd McClure, Box
served three year terms are not
Lovett attended Murray State week will be the speaker.
I, Hazel; Mrs. May Dell TayCalloway County Hospital.
The Shirley car was damagThey sat for the longest time
eligible
for
re-election.
University
in
1040
1941.
and
He
Speakers at the breakfast on
• Route 1, Hazel; Miss Carla
The two were passengers in ed on the right rear and the
ea a tree , trunk with their
The
Board
new
will
sworn
be
past
is
a
trustee
and
secretary
March 18 and March 21 were
the 1967 Ford station wagon Jeffery car on the front end.
ickson, Route 1, Almo; Mrs.
strong tall feathers holding
of Kentucky Wesleyan College Dr. Joe T. Odle, evangelist for in at the regular meeting Mondriven by Wanda Thompson
artha T. Robertson, Route 5,
'them erect against the trunk.
night,
day
March
24
at
7:00
present
and
legal
counsel for Benton First Missionary Church,
Saturday at 4:55 p.m. an acUS. Congressman Frank A. Johnson of Murray Route Five
urrar; George Pennington, Rt.
Every now and then one of
KWC.
and Bro. Bob Jones, evangelist p.m.
Murray; T. Rafe Jones, 1308
Stubblefield will make . he de- that was going south on South cident occurred at Main and
them would shift around the
Other
directors
afe
Ray
The purpose of this dinner is for New Zion Church revival.
4th Street.
)plar, Murray; Mrs. Sally
16th Streets.
trunk where it could see the
Brownfield, Joe Dick, Dr. Har- dicatory address at the formal
to discuss ways and means of
oore, 406 North 5th Street,
opening
Cars involved were a 1966
of
the
addition
new
of
Johnson
Police
Mrs.
failsaid
ether one.
ry
Sparks, Jimmy Boone, Gene
redevolping the Democratic parurraY; Mn. Wavel Guilty,
— the 11%54 Nage Tio Chevrolet twrir door owned by
James Seale, Minister of First ty.
Landolt, Luther Robertson, Ro- the Geiinte Coon Ptilit" Lib- 'ad Tia -See
mite 1, Murray; Mrs. Steds
rary, Princeton, on Friday, April door hardtop, driven by Rich- Oscar G. Turner and driven by
They ended up on a limb of Christian Church in Mt. Sterlbert Carpenter, Guy Billington
The price of the meal is
Sart, 721 Nash Drive, Murray.• ethe Post Oak facing each other. ing, Ky., began
11.
Robert Donnie Turner of 802
ard A. Swain of Metropolis,
a week-long $2.38, tips and tax included. In
and Robert Moyer.
Stubblefield is scheduled to stopped waiting to make a left North 19th Street, and a 1967
Dismissals
Their heads pointed upward Preaching Mission last night in order
New
officers
will
elected
be
that
enough
food
be
pre,
Mrs. Dimple Capps and baby
owned by
with their long bills piercing First Christian Church. "The
at the Monday night meeting. speak at two p.m. Open house turn at the Hi-Burger. The Pontiac two door
pared, please call Mrs. Robert'
y, Hazel; Mrs. Hester Sims,
will be held that day from one Johnson car hit the Swain car !Mose B. Foster and driven by
the cloudy sky. They seemed Good News For Today" will be Johnson,
Murphey's
Pond
present
The
—
officers
Robare
the
cyp(Violet), at 753-8413
lute 8, Murray; Mrs. Juanita
to five p.m. Guests from the in the rear end, police said. Rodney Lee Foster of Water
to be in sort of a trance. They his theme for the Mission. which for reservations
not later than ress swamp abounding with ert Moyer,. President, Robert Kentucky Department of Lib- Both cars
artin, Route 1, Murray; Audry
had been moved be- Valley Route Two.
took no notice of the flock of concludes Friday at 7:30.
wildlife
in
Hickman
Carpenter,
vice
County
President,
Jimof
Tuesday, March 25.
11, Route 1, Murray; Mrs.
raries and other sections of the fore the police arrived.
Police said Turner, going
°rackets in the nearby Wild
A native of Middlesboro, Ky.
Western
Kentucky
my
Boone,
—
is
featurSecretary and Ray
We urge every Calloway
Ida Galloway, 1617 W. lida.
state are expected to be in
Damage
to
Swain
the
was
Cherry tree, the Ash tree and he spoke last night on "Mircar
(Continued on Page Six)
ed
Is
a
conservation
Brownfield,
success
Treasurer.
County Democrat to attend this
Princeton for the opening.
on the rear end and to the
array; Miss Laura Tpompees.
the big Oak.
acles That Did Not Happen." meeting, Mrs. Johnson said.
story in a 304-page book pubDr. Kopperud is a real estate
iute 1, Almo; Mrs. Anna HarJohnson car on the front end.
lished by the federal govern- developer; Paul Engle is manHe urged the congregation to
ic (From Cony. DivJ,
Piscine one another they would have faith in God", so that He
ment entitled "From Sea to ager of the Carrier Corporation;
Route
Farmington.
begin mesmeric head move- could work through us". Mrs.
Shining Sea."
Martha Dell Finney, 1502 SyH. Glen Doran is President of
8 sment, first to the
left than to William Porter was the soloist,
Prepared by The President's the Peoples Bank; H. E. Chriscamore Street, received an inthe right. One would move its singing Schubert's "0 Light Divg place is that of a new name
Council on Recreation and Nat- man is manager of Chrisman
jury to the knee in the collision
head to the left and the other ine." Leonard Whitmer was the
explained that a constantly
ural Beauty last year, the book Popcorn Company; and Leonard
on Main Street on Sunday at
ene to the right. They would choir director and song leader.
tproving quality of consumer
tells how The Nature Conserv- Vaughn is President of Murray
3:55 p.m., according to the poA number of Baptist chur- ancy and private citizens of the Fabrics.
do this six or eight times, then
edit service, provided by the
Mr. Seale is presently serving
The Laker Songfest will oe lice report.
freeze. This kept up for about as President of the Kentucky ches in the Blood River Assoc- area combined efforts to buy
me daft will continue to be
Cars involved were a 1968
held at Calloway County High
Willie Daniel Parker, age 57,
iation have had resignations by and preserve the primeval
thirty minutes. The last we saw Association
%liable to individuals and faSchool on Tuesday, March 25, Chevrolet four door sedan ownof Christian Chur- their
pastors, according to the swamp area.
of this handsome pair they were
ille' of the Murray area.
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Josiah ed by Ralph Finney and drive* suffered a had injury to his
ches (Disciples of Christ). He
bulletin published by Rev. Earl
still hanging to the trunk of
Darnall, choral director, and by Mrs. Finney, and a 19115 right ankle in an accident on
Used by scientists from MurWednesday afternoon about
Warford of Murray, association. ray State University and other
the tree staring at each other.
teasuNnued on Pp' Six)
Miss Susan Downey, student tea- Chevrolet two door hardtop dria! missionary.
colleges in Kentucky and surven by Richard Dale Spann of 4:30.
FriJay, March 28, is the date cher, in charge.
Parker was watching his son,
Rev. Thomas Perkins is now rounding states for research set for the "Day Apart"
*Notice how the Slate Colored
service
Featured on the program will Lynn Grove Route One.
at the Poplar Springs Church In and field study, Murphey's sponsored annually
hams have thinned out?
Police said Spann, going east Tommy D. Parker, using the
during Lent be the Laker Mixed Choir, Laktractor to pull up • small tree
Calloway County having just Pond was threatened when the by the Women's Society
111111eve darted their movement
o f er Girls Choir, and the Fresh- on Main Street, had stopped for in a field on their farm in the
moved from the Olive Church owners revealed a plan to sell Christian Service of the
asellheard. They llk• wild wee
traffic,
when
Mrs.
Finney
couldParis man Ensemble.
_
11111:n't stop in time and hit the Cherry Corner community.
Filly-four members of Firit- II-Marshall County. The Poplar to a lumber company which District, it was announced toAs the tree was being pulled
Spring
church
is
adding
three
Accompanists
for
program
the
Spann
planned
car in the rear end. Both
to
drain
the
swamp and day by Mrs. Aaron Steele of
Christian Church formed a
Ceelking mom eggs the other Chain of Prayer, lasting 48 rooms to the pastor's home.
will be Miss Susan Downey and cars had been moved before the up, evidently a root from the
cut the giant cypresses for lum- Paris, district president.
tree hit the elder Parker in the
The pastor at Sugar Creek, ber.
morning and dern if we didn't hours beginning at 7:00 a.rn.
police arrived.
The service will be held at Miss Jane Shoemaker.
ankle almost cutting his foot
break the yellows of both of Saturday and concluding at 7:00 Rev. Alvin York, has resigned
Damage to the Finney ear
To save the area, The Nature Hazel United Methodist Church
them. Determined to end up a.m. Sunday morning. This was to move to Sedalia Baptist Conservancy, a non-profit or- In Hazel, Tenn., at 9:30 am., A reception will be held in was on the front end and to off, according to the family.
Parker was rushed to the
the
school
cafeteria
following
Church.
Rev.
Lawson
with at least one with the yolk a spiritual preparation for the
William- ganization dedicated to preserv- and conclude at noon. Lunch
the Spann canon the rear end.
Clinic and immediately sent to
the concert. An art exhibit by
',unbroken, we dished up one of week-long Preaching Mission, son has resigned at Cherry Cor- ing areas of natural interest, will not be served.
the students of the art depart- , ,Sam Everett Wheeler of Mur- the Lourdes Hospital at Paduthe eggs to Lady the dog which which began Sunday at 7:00 ner and is going to Bradford, advanced $60,000 to purchase
"Night Apart" will be held ment, under the direction of ray Route
Three, driving a 1962 cah for further treatment.
she ate with relish, (she also p.m., with James Seale, Minis- Tenn., Baptist Church.
the 235 acres representing the for members of the Wesleyan
Members of the family said
Larry Dunn, will be displayed. Oldsmobile four door sedan, reRev. Edward Gibson resigned heart of the swamp in 1966, and Service
eats them without relish), a lit- ter of First Christian Church
Guilds of the district on
The public if Invited to at- ceived a cut on the mouth in the doctor told them it would
tle humor there, and put in in Mt. Sterling, Ky., as the Mis- at Altona and is organizing an local citizens organized to pay the same date at 7:30 p.m. at
tend.
the collision at 8:21 p.m. Sun- be from ten to twelve days
Independent church to be loloMother one which turned out sionary.
the loan.
the Dresden United Methodist
whether the foot can be saved or
day.
cated in the general area of
Murphey's
Pond
includes .1hurch.
Each of these persons selectif amputation will be necessary.
Police
said
Calvert
City.
Wheeler
was
gosonic 20 acres of virgin cypress
ed the one-half hour period
Speaking at both meetings
ing north on North 8th Street Parker suffers from diabetes
Churches .pastorless at the and harbors a rich variety of
We are probably one of the when they could be present and
will be Mrs. Robert Scott of
and hit a 1962 Chevrolet four and the family said the doctor
best egg cookers in Calloway praying in the Sanctuary dur- home of the publishing of the wildlife — beaver, raccoon, Memphis, Chairman of Missiondoor sedan parked at the curb. was afraid the wound would not
bulletin
include
Altona,
Cherry
County. Of course we are a ing the period of the Prayer
mink, a heron and egret rook- ary Education of the Memphis
heal properly.
splatterer and a bowl and pan Vigil. A devotional booklet, pre- Corner, Olive, Salem, Sinking ery, and a great variety of am- Conference, who spoke at simiEleven persons were cited by Damage to the Oldsmobile was
on the front end and to the
user upper, and a top of the pared by the Evaneglism Com- Spring, and Sugar Creek. *
phibian and reptile life.
lar services in the district in the Murray Police Department Chevrolet
Mike Allen, a senior at Auron the rear end. The
stove messer upper. However it mittee under the Chairmanship
1966. In addition to Mrs. Scott's over the weekend.
owner of the Chevrolet was not
Ii the end product that counts. of James Rudy Allbritten, was ray State Univeority, has been
spoken meditations, there will
listed on the police, report.
distributed to ali participants called as interim Music Director
be periods of silent meditation, They were one for petty larat Calvert City.
as they entered to pray. ComBible reading, prayer, and mu- ceny, two for driving while inCars involved in the collision
toxicated, three for public
munion was aviWable to those
sic.
at 3:17 p.m. on South 12th
ca automatic ice makers
FT. LEONARD WOOD, MO
who wished to"begin or conMrs. L. E. McCord of Cottage drunkenness, twa for possession Street
The Murray Fire Department
were a 1989 Chevrolet
ablishment. Air-cooled or
(AH'INC) — Army Private Hugh Grove, Tenn., district Chairman of alcohol and drinking in pubclude their prayer period by
of capacities. Cuber heads.
D. Barksdale, 25, son of Mr. of Spiritual Life, is urging all lic, one for speeding, one for two door hardtop owned by was called out at 9:45 p. in.
personally partaking of the
end Mrs. Horace M. Barksdale, Methodist women of this area disregarding a atop sign, and W. H. Perry and driven by Lin- Sunday to the Terry Turner
Communion Emblems.
Imhinations on the storage
Route 2, Rocky Ford, complet- to attend one of these meetings, one for no operator's license. da Diane Perry of Benton Route Apartments at 202 South llth
led ice flakers,And an ice
•
ed
advanced training as a com- and to bring their Bibles with The subject with no operator's One, and a 1965 Ford two door Street.
Thirty-three
high school stuMrs. Pauline Nolan Rushing,
ved through years of use
Firemen said the occupant of
bat
engineer February 7 at Ft. them. She is also requesting license had a permit, but a li- hardtop owned by Alfred Dundents from the Seventh and
age 46, passed away Sunday
can and driven by Kenneth the apartment had evidently
censed
driver
was
with
not
him
Leonard
Wood, Mo.
Poplar Church of Christ attendthat those attending maintain
morning at 6:15 in the William
dropped a cigarette in a trash
During his eight weeks of silence after entering the at the time, according to the Dale Duncan of 904 South 16th
ed special services at ColumBowld Hospital in Memphis folcan and then left the house.
Street.
police.
training, he received instruct- church for the service.
bus, Miss., last weekend.
lowing open-heart surgery.
Police said both cars were When they returned the fire
The group left Murray Fri- ion in combat squad tactics,
Survivors are her husband, L
turning into Jerry's Drive In had spread to a wall and the
L Rushing; three daughters, The Murray Stata University day, March 14, and arrived there use of infantry weapons and enwhen the Perry car stopped. hollse was filled with smoke.
Faye (Mrs. Bobby Ward), Route Couples Bridge will be held for the evening service when gipeer reconnaissance.
Saturday at 10:30 p. m. the
Duncan told police the street
Friday,
March
28,
at
was
p.m.
7:30
also
Bro.
He
trained
Jim
in
Bill
the
McInteer
I, Hazel; Kathy, (Mrs. Ricky
spoke on
was wet and he couldn't stop firemen were called to the Pete
•
at
the
Student
Union
Building.
"Youth
techniques
of
in
road
ind
the
bridge
Business World".
Butler), Route 2, Murray; and
in time to avoid hitting the Per- Hulse home at 202 North 8th
If you have not been con- Following the services the building, camouflage and de*Janice, at home; and two
Street. Firemen said the flue
ry car in the rear.
molition.
then, Howard Nolan, Cadiz, an tacted, please make reservat- young people were housed in
in the fireplace was not open
Damage
rerry
tne
to
car
was
-ade school gradaates
Pvt. Barksdale, whose wife
Noel Nolan, Dover, Tennessee. ions by calling 753-8132 or 753- various homes of members of
when the logs in the fireplace
with 2-way radios
the congregation.
Charlotte, lives in Murray, Ky.,
were lighted. Smoke damage to
Mrs. Rushing was a member 8r64.
vice
its idle funds in time deposits
Activities on Saturday were received his B. S. degree in
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
the house was reported.
0 the West Murray Church of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — at 4 per cent interest, and one
breakfast, general assembly, T964 and his M. A. degree in
3hrlst.
Phone
KT.
and classes for all ages. Bro. 1966 from Murray (Ky.) State The
Government fourth in demand deposits at
Kentucky
Friends may call at the Mil7534181
Tom Holland spoke on "Youth University,
Council has renewed its criti- no interest. This raised the net
ligan-Ridgeway Funeral Home
[mewled/pi
and His Preparation" at 11 a.m.
cism of the yield on inactive return to 3 per cent, from a CHATTANOOGA (UPI) — A
in Dover until time for set
private plane, bucking high
state funds, currently 3 per previous .5 per cent.
At the afternoon service Bro.
Unbind Pries Iss•
Meal
*es. The funeral will be TuesState law says the state trea- winds and rain, crashed on EldPaul Faulkner spoke on "Youth
cent, but state Treasurer Thelday at two p.m. at the meeting
aid Vocational Stewardship".
ma Stovall defends the, prac- surer is responsible for setting er Mountain Sunday night, but
• use of the Dover Church of
the interest rate on such bank its four occupants escaped withtice.
rist. Ands McKee will coa- by United Frees Internettima. The group left Columbus for
Prayer breakfasts for the men
Mostly cloudy today through Murray at four p.m
statement released Sun- deposits. Mrs. Stovall listed the out serious injury.
a
In
t
the
and
services
arrivof the First Christian Church
and
the fing- Tuesday with occasional rain
T A
MOSE YOultE
The occupants, all from Hopday. the council, a bipartisan following reasons for not reed in Murray at
ers will come from the west
'15
ending from west tonight High according to Bro. 10:30 p.m., The women of the Calloway group headed by Dr. A. A. quiring bankers to pay the state kinsville. Ky., walked away are being held each morning
RIGHT, CHARLIE.
Murray church.
Bill Threet, County Country Club will hold
this week, Monday through Fritoday 50s east to low 60s west. minister of the
YOU CHANCEC
from the wreckage. They were day, during the Preaching Mischurch.'
their regular bridge session nt Page of Mount Sterling, said the a higher rate:
Low
tonight
30s
west to low
0' I'LL BE OKAY
—Smaller banks, which need Identified as Charles Wester- sion at the church.
9:30 a.m. followed by the re- state's present policy is "out40s east.
IN NE MORN NG.
moded, unrealistic in the face the deposits to make loans and field, Goeble Gray, Glenn Gates
gular luncheon at noon.
James Seale, the Preaching
NOW YOU KNOW
of prevailing interest returns thus promote economic growth, and Joe Covington.
Missioner, will lead the men in
PIVO.DAY FORECAST
and
can't
is
afford
depriving
Hamilton
higher
state
The
it
the
a
of
rate.
County
Rescue
Since
Mrs. Gingles wanis will be
••
an experience and understandLOUISVILLE, Ky. (GPI) — by United Press International
•
the hostess for the bridge sess- least $1.3 million annual rev- Mrs. Stovall took office 15 Squad quickly reached the crash ing of prayer. The book, "The
LOUISVILLE Ky. (UPI) — The five-day
•
Seventy per cent of deaths
Kentucky weather
enue."
months
ago,
small
two
Cessna
was
the
after
banks
scene
lost
ion and all women of the club
jentucky Fried Chicken, Inc., outlook,
Layman Learns To Pray" by
Tuesday through Sat- and injuries among fire figntThe $1.3 million figure says, have refused deposits at 3 per from radar at the Chattanooga Lloyd Channels
are urged to attend.
Ito purchased the nation's largwill be used for
urday.
ers in 1968 resulted from smoke
in
cent,
effect,
the
she
Airport.
should
apparently
state
said.
be
The crash
est fish and chips ire:hailer
the sessions.
Temperatures will average 2 inhalation.
Chairman of the luncheon will making slightly more than 5
"I believe there are other was cushioned by trees which
There is no charge for the
to 8 degrees below normal highs
be Mrs C C Lowry. Other hos per cent on the $60.7 million ways to get more interest, but severed the plane's wings, but meal
The chicken firm has acquits of 57-65 and normal
to be served pronwtly
Philippine Strikes Off
lows of 36AlexMesdames
teases are
now deposited in 315 of Ken- this is one of the ways the peo- did relatively little damage to at seven
Rex
ed English Fish and Chips, a 44. ,
a.m. The meeting will
Bernard tucky's 340 banks. Each addi- ple of the state, even though it the cabin.
ander.
Garland,
Evie
MAN.II,A
(UPI)
-President
Mn Francisco-based corporetian
conclude no later than 7:45.
Rainfall will !fatal nearly an
Brent
Diugnid,
Bell,
Jalhes
tional
indirectly,
per
The
would
yield
cent
some
is
four
get
anwere
benefit
men
standing
Ferdinand
F.. Marcus says he has
edth 90 take-out stores.
Hosts each morning are Leon
Inch east to about a quarter
Richard other $607,917 per year.
from taxes," Mrs. Stovall, a on a mountain road when the Smith,
Last year the chain added a inch west mostly the latter part reduced the number of labor Hughes, Conrad Jonei,
Monday, Henry Holton,
PurWells
In
Orr,
Parker,
Burgess
Democrat,
prodding
1986,
under
said.
units
first
from
of
the
rescue
squad
Kentucky Roast Beef franchise of the week.
strikes in the Philippines b)
Tuesday, Glenn Card, WednesTaylor, the council and other critics,
dom,
Tommy
Sr.,
---Banks.
D.
by
law,
drove
have
only
Their
to
up.
put
complaint
aPeration.
day, Etigene • Scott, Thursday,
per cent in the past three years. and James R. Weatherly.
the state put three-fourths of
was they were wet and cold.
(Continued on Pero z.ix)
and Gene Landon, Friday.
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To Apply To
State Parks

ult's estabilabinsat ot the Allkir
ace for Progress; "Three Dew
ces for Orchestra" by Oman°
Guarniexi; and "Hispego" by
I feel that others are certain Pablo Moocayo.

'
'
- forms necessary to apply
PHILADELPHIA — WUhlam Hamot, 76, commenting for this credit card are readily
On the desecration of a South Philadelphia synagogue available from any of the more
Sea 9,000 Kentucky merchants
with a swastika daubed in white paint:
MOO boaor BeskAmer toad."
"The young ones, the young ones — they respect noGable ceedliamed, "Of particu-

thing at alL"

4.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES & TIMIS FILE

isrbsuIOthste will be Me
nelkinel publicity planned by the
Dadasericard people heralding
be Kentucky Parks System as
the Ore in the nation to extend
this credit service. This will
support our efforts to encourage
Kentuckians and visitors from

Ernie Rob Bailey, Murray ;spraining School FM, is other states to spend their vacowner of the Grand Channtion in the annual 4-H, ation ciolLars in Kentucky.
Gable continued, "We hope by
PTA Hog Show and Sale held at the Murray Livestock
freeing vacationers and business
Coo:many.
travelers from the limits imposCharlie N. Parker, age 50, died yesterday at St. ed by the amount of cash they
Louis, Mo. Funeral services will be held at the Max EL are carrying, it will encourage
Cluirchill Funeral Home and burial will be ,.in the Easel them to spend even more money
tinetery.
while travel* in Kentucky, esPlans belie been made for the first flower show of pee:hely in and around the parthe Nature's Palette Garden Club on April 4 at the ks,"
"We believe the additional serAmerican Legion HalL Mrs. 011ie Brown is chairman.
Mrs. Bennie George was elected chairman of the vice of honoring this internatWomens Auxiliary of the St. John's Et)iscopal Church at ional credit card is just another
step of modernizing our entire
the meeting held at the home of Mrs. David doming.

20 Years Ago Today
A cache of dynamite which could have been used in
opening the safe stolen March It from Swarm's Grocery

was found March 22 by Brigham Futrell, state -trooper,
who was conducting a search in the lake area near the
old road to Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
The senior clam of Lynn Grove High School, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Huron Jeffrey end three
members of the Junior clam, have returned from a tour
of points of interest In Eastern and Central Kentucky.
A. L. Bazzell was honored with a dinner on his 79th
birthday on March 4. 1111.wife celebrated her birthday
on Idarcht,17.
Interior redecorating is underway on the Economy
3rvcery on Main Street, according to the owner, Rudolpe
Thurman_

Bible Thoughtfor Today
. . . If there be any other commandment, it briefly
comprehended In this saying, namely, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself. —Roman s13:9.
If there is truth in the saying that "Love makes the
world go 'round," it is only because "God is love." This
same love ought to be evidenced in the lives of His
people.
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LAUNDRY - CLEANERS

0 •

YOUR BEST BUY TODAY...COULD BE
A DAY OF NEEDED HOSPITAL-MEDKAL CARE
need.,

•••••••••••••r1.

•

and

supplies when needed •••

YOUR BEST BUY IN HEALTH CARE PROTECTION IS

PREACHING MISSION

BLUE CROSSsand BLUE SHIELDS'

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

(Kentucky Corporations Serving Kentuckians)

March 23 through March 28

These Plans Offer Your

"THE GOOD NEWS FOR

•Maximum benefits per dusts dollar qs a res.' Yf efficiency and economy
of operation.
•A choice of hospital room allowances.
•All :Ater covered hospital -services paid In full.
(
14
4:4 •
.
•
• II,
100
,
,..
Anowliallo•
•Surgical-Medical plans
realistic allowances.
•Major Medical or Extended &misfit Plans for Groupe. (X Notional Association ot Hine Mhial• Plano

TODAY"

with

Tonight, March 24th, at 7:30 p.m.

APPLY NOW

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
OM,

IMO US SMOOTH THINGS'

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Ilwilliown Road, Louisville, Ky. 40205

GROUP PLANS MAY BE FORMED WHERE
THERE ARE ''., OR MORE EMPLOYEES

(Isaiah 30 K -II, lit !I)
1.04111
ADONIS!

HAMS

Miscionr.r
Fir t

•___.
•I

james Seale

Mrs. Glen Doran

God's Word
Christ's Fellowship
Man's Opportunity

Rheas 753-4542

ar•

*Matti

11
"4"

err

ZIP

4,6

'Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits
and.eligibility requirements.
I am:

D Interested in forming a group.
D A college student.
064 years of age or under.

171 Over 65 years of age.
Cl A member reaching 19.
Li A member getting married.

(Form Bureau Members, not enrolled, see

.

-

•

MCICL-693

Mt Str•ritrt!, Ky.

Soloist

i
a
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY •
•
102 N. 5th Street

KENNEDY WANTS CHINA IN UNITED NATIONS --Iten- Edward
M. Kennedy I left. D-Mass., talks with former Ambassador
to Japan Edwin 0. Reischauer at a convocation of the National Committee on United States-China Relations in New
York. In his address to the group. Kennedy called for the
admission of Red China to the United Nations and a Walshington-Peking talk on resumption of diplomatic relations.

from elemental phosphorus
charges at the National Ferl
ctilri
d
zer Development Center will be
described to a meeting of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers next Monday (March
17) at New Orleans. J. C. Barber, staff chemical engineer at
the Muscle Shoals (Alabama) in- SWUM• Mel WEISINAMIBIEN
roe ituure suosuces
stallation, will describe the equipment used to collect, treat,
..and ro-use phosphorus waste discharges
iumm
iame.„

A two-year pilot plant project engineers with experience in soto test a method for recovering me of the technology these prosulfur oxides emitted by the ch- cesses require.
NAPCA will finance the alkaimneys of fuel-burning power plants will be conducted by the line scrubbing projects,expected
to cost about $500,000. TVA's
Tennessee Valley Authority for
the National Air Pollution Con- Office of Agricultural and Chemtrol- Administration.- Stte vf the ical D/Y/109/310Ed will be reS1)00sibte for the program.
test will be TVA's ColbertSteam
In another pint project with
Plant in northwest Alabama.
NAPCA, TVA is installing equip-,
Sulfur oxides escape from powment at its Shawnee Stalin Plant
er plant chimneys as gases and
In western Kentucky for a fullcannot ordinarlly be controlled
scale test of another sulfur oxby the equipment used at these
ide removal method. This involvplants to remove ash particles.
In this project, stack gases will es injecting powdered limestone
Into a plant furnace to react with
be "scrubbed" with alkaline solthe sulfur oxides and form a
utions on small-scale equipment.
solid that can be removed by
The study will provide informaelectrostatic precipitators. This
tion needed for full-scale installprocess is simpler than alkaations and for evaluating scrubbline scrubbing and easier to adapt
ing methods as sulfur recovery
to existing power plants, but it
processes.
Is not designed to recover a
TVA and NAPCA investigated
useful by-product.
possible methods for controlling
week.
these oxides in an earlier joint
project at TVA's nearby National
N. 4th Street
IPD 753-1613
The week-long fiesta, celebrat- F ertilizer Development Center,
Methods used by TVA to eliming Pan-American cultural and where there are scientists and
inate war pollution resulting eilmeelivelliesdareiloaaaaa.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••li,
economic - ties, is being sponsor
ed by the City of Louisville in
cooperation with the Louisville
Philharmonic Society.
Exhibits of contemporary paintings and sculpture from LatinAmerican countries will be on
view during the week and participating galleries will hold open
house on Gallery Night, April IL
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn
and Mrs. Nunn have agreed to
ONLY A HOSPITAL is equipped and
ONLY A PHYSICIAN can diagnose the
serve with Louisville Mayor Kestaffed 24 hours a day — to provide
nneth A. Schtnied and Hrs. Schcondition, admit the patient and order
mied as the honorary committee
the life saving services and supplies
the necessary hospital services
for the festival.
you or your family may

"Ir..•

•
•
•
CLEANERS •
•
•
•

The dance segment of the program will otter "Moor's Pavane" by Purcell and "La Malta.
the" by Lloyd.
The orchestra's regular subscription concert on April 15
and 16 fall within the festival
dates and will also have a Hispanic theme. Included in the program will bethenvortriprenitere
of an overturg composed for the
festival by the Louisville Orchestra's assistant director, Yoav
Talmi, with Talmi conducting.
Other musical events in the
Latin American Festival will include performances by the University of Louisville Orchestra,
the University of Louisville Wind
Ensemble, the Louisville-Jefferson County Youth Orchestra, the
Wandering Minstrels choral group, and the Louisville Civic Ballet. Visiting artists from several
Latin-American countries are to
perform during the course of the

* Ends Tues.

parks system and in making tourist travel in Kereecky more
convenient for the visitor and
more profitable for our, state,"
Gable concluded.
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper,
Parks scheduled to honor, the wife of the senior Republican
cards are as follows:
senator from Kentucky, is honoJohn James Audubon State Park rary national chairman. She will
Buckhorn Lake State Resort Park come,from Washington for the
Carter Caves State Resort Park April 8 festival opening.
Cumberland Falls State Resort
Mrs. Richard M. Kain, represPark
enting the Louisville PhilharmonGeneral Butler State Resort Park ic Society is festival chairman
Jenny Wiley State Resort Park and Barry Bingham, editor and
Kenlake State Resort Park
publisher of-the Courier -Journal
Kentucky Dam Village State Re- and Louisville Times, is vicesort Park
chairman.
Lake Cumberland State Resort
Nearly all of the events are
Park
free and open to the public,
Natural Bridge State Resort Park

rsumme••••••••••ssessummos•••
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Almanac

Concert To
Highlight
Festival

"Freedom — intellectual freedom — is in danger in "Keveleg pace with Manes
America . . the independence and competence of the in the mition's spending habits,
faculty, the commitanent and equally the competence ol ours it the first state park sythe student body are matters not to be compromised." stem to adopt a credit plan and

cards, and because it is avail-

MONDAY — MARI 34, 1
granted the Philippines We.
pendence, effective My 4, 1946,
be United Press IntersOimel
In 1966, a Ranger rocket bit
Teday is Monday, Mara 1a. the moon and transmitted back
the lard day of 19/19 with JIM perfect pictures of the laser
to follow.
surface.
The moon is approaching its
A thought for the day
first quarter.
Arthur lichopenhatter odd
The morning stars are Nor- "The most general surnY
eery and Mars.
shows us that the two foes of
The evening stars are Venus, human happiness are pain and
Jotter and Saturn.
boredom."
On this day in history:
In 1803, England and Scotland were Joined under James
XI of Scotland.
In 1682, German professor
Robert Koch announced discovery of the pathogenic germs
of tuberculosis.
In 1934, the United States

Park

Quotes From The News

NEW YORE — Former Secretary of State Dean Rusk, able tree of charge to anyone
contending Meat AMMICILLIg favored a "broad middle with,a e2i4 efactory credit rating.
course" between withdrawal and escalation in Vietnam There are more than 17 million
"There wee a lot et debate and wrangling inside this Bank Americard holders across
middle alternative about details, but from a general virtually all 50 states, and more
strategic point of view there were not sharp divisions than 300,000 here in Kentucky
alone.
9111014 the American people."

TOOMEY

Park
Pine Mountain State Resort Park
Rough River Dam Nate Resort

FRANKFORT---Gov. Louie B.
NATIONAL RKPREMEINTATIVEM. WALLA= WITMER 00., DM Nunn amounced guests at Kmlitadiean Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Nide, New York, N.Y. tockrs State Resort Parts soot
Itteplissison BIN.. Detroit, Mk&
will be able to charge sachitems
thstured at the Post Office, Murray. Kentaidty, for trananusion as as lodging, meals and gin ab0P
purchases througt the Beak AmElswand Class Mattsr
aricard credit plan
IIKININCRIPTION MAT: By Carrier in Murray. per weak Mc, per
The new service will be availMonth 01.10. In Cadoway and adjoining counties. per year. MAO,
able beginning April I.
Zones 1 & 2. $11.00; 113aeirtiere $1300 All service subscriptions MM.
"Bg allowing families to pre. Louisville's gala Latin Amer"Mu Oistatandlng Mk Assist ef• Cumminalty ic the
ad mit the cost of a Kentucky' can Festival, April 8-16, will
with a tree concert by the
ItalsgrAty of lea Newepaper"
vedettes over a period of months, me feel that more families Louisville Orchestra.
Jose Limo° and his dance 0:0will have an opportunity to use
MONDAY — MARCH Ilk IWO
and eajoy our parks facilities," pany will perform with the orchGoy. Nees said. Prior to the estra in a predominantly Latin.IS, goats have had to pay American bill. The program will
cadi .1sr these items at time be broadcast to Latin America
of garden or wheat they check- by the Voice Of America.
110 Enwrap PUSS ITITESINATIONAL
Mexican-born Jorge Mester,
ed ad
Parks Conesissiotwar.., Rnbert who became director of the orGable said lbe new service "will chestra in 1967, will conduct.
SAN CLEMENTS, Calif. —‘President Nixon,
The program will include BerAmeba Keetecky's reputatioa
for firmer action against student ddents in a week for liniNgilte leading state
"In-Messislana JFK," coend statement:
mmemorating the late Preadsystee in America."

• ?IA/SEVILLE, Tenn. — Jerry Ray, reporting in a copy- to follow Kentucky's lead," Gable
righted Nashville Tennessean story that his brother said.
James Zed will change his plea In the aessuedn.ation of "We talked to a number of crMartin Luther King Jr. to innocent and seek a new trial: edit card companies and this one
"A decision will be made within the next three days offered us the most attractive
package," Gable added. "We chon exactly what the petition will say and who will file it.
ose FASnk Americard because of
We are considering two attorneys."
its nation-wide distribution of

MIURR•If.

Pemyrile Forest State Resort

Farm Bureau Agent.)
•"\_
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loss To Villanova Set
Stage For Temple Win
•
•
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

rile was retiring tote college coaching in January. The Eagles wound up with a 24-4 record for the

MONDAY — MARCH 24. 1900

Alcindors Reign As King
Ended In Victory Saturday
Major League Roundup Allison Wins
For Dodge

By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer

bounds in his collegiate finale.
"But in Los Angeles it's ha"I've never seen a big guy with ppened.
A recent article tried
NEW YORK UPI - The record
that
much
agility
and mobility."
Season.
books will show the Temple Univto
put
me
in the worst light
LOUISVILLE,
Lew
UPI
Ky.
Alcindor naturally wants
Temple, overshadowed in Philersity Owls became champions of adelphia's "big five", finished
Alcindor may rule again but not play pro basketball, but he is possible. I'm willing to take all
By FRED DOWN
of the Oakland Athletics meli
the National Invitation Tournaas a dictator.
undecided as to which leagu the knocks for what I am- but
the season with a 22-8 mark.
turned in a strong pitching perUPI Sports Writer
ment on Mara 22 but coach
center
inch
giant
The
7-foot-lin
he prefers. The New York Mets not for what I'm not. This to
Despite Baum's magnificent
fonanme. Perry allowed one rue
Denim Johnson is looking
Harry Litvick maintains his bas- performance, the tournament's
from UCLA completed his reign of the American Baskettall Asso- has been the worst thing about
and
seven
in
hits
seven
Milt
into
meetly
to
the
len
ketball team acquired the char- most valuable player award went
BRLSTOL, lean.
— Bob- as king of college basketball Sat- clatlon and the Milwaukee Bucks my three years."
wacteristics of a titleholder in a to Boston College's Terry Dris- ball mason because he once ings as the Giants drubbed the by Allison gave Dodge its first urday by leading UCLA to an of the National Basketball AssocCalifornia
Angels
and
again
dugs
the
to
seems
be
Nash
losing effort on Feb. 22.
1969 stock car victory Sunday unprecedented third consecutive iation both own draft rights to
coll, who wound up the top scorer o11966.
yielded one run and three hits by _taking
Litwick, whose Owls upset in the meet with 96 points.
the Southeastern 500 NCAA crown and climaxed the Alcindor and he reportedly will
in
five
innings
as
the
Athletics
The 30-year old nattve of San
Boston College Saturday afterDriscoll was accorded the hon- Diego, Calif., led the National topped the Cleveland Indians race when pacesetting David greatest three-year era in coll- sign for at least $1 million.
Pearson developed engine tro- egiate basketball history.
noon to win the 1969 NIT title, or by a vote of NIT committee
"I don't have a lawyer yet, so
7-4.
uble with just seven laps to go. Alcindor's reign produced
says a 73-66 setback to arch- members and the announcement Istteue in slugging and runs On
88 it will be a while be/ore I decide,"
other fronts: Bob Roberthatted
Cincinnati
with
in
Allison,
of Hueyton, Ala., was victories in.
rival Valium on Washington's of his selection
90 games for the said Alcindor. "Right now I'm
son's three-run homer led the
was greeted by semlon and
many
trailing by more than two laps
Birthday was the turning point a mixture
of applause and boos. thought he would become th Pittsburgh Pirates to a 5-4 tri- when Pearson, of Spartanburg, Bruins, and he was, complete thinking about getting out of schof his club's rags to riches
While the choice may have league's bright new star. Now umph over the Minnesota Twins S. C., experienced mechanical dictator. He forced opposing tea- ool. The situation is really up,
season.
rankled Temple boosters, it did- three disappointing seasons la- despite a homer by Ted Uhla- problems in his 1969 Ford. ms into different tactics than In the air, and I'm not leaning
The Owls rallied in the second n't seem to bother Baum.
— Pater, Johnson Is trying a come- ender and two hits by 'rookie Pearson was seeking his third they would normally employ and any way. I can play in New York HurausoN, Kan.
'Phial Saturday to beat Boston Coll"The main thing was winning back with the Philadelphia Chuck Manuel . . . Dave Mays straight victory at Bistol In- almost always controlled the ga- his hometown for the ABA, but ducah, Ky., which packed away
ege 8946- and spoil Bob Cousy's the tournament and proving we Phillies.
two-run single, followed by ternational Speedway.
1,969 labored junior colme.
the NBA has better players. The—
farewell to college coaching.
At this stage of spring train- Push Blair's run-ecoring single, Allison, who picked up $5,525 But, that's all over WM. Al- re are a whole lot of things in- lege basketball title over the
were the best team," said Baum,
"After the licking we took to who felt he didn't play one of his ing it appears certain that
weekend, today received more
John- enabled the Baltimore Orioles In prize money, bettered the cindor's next big challenge will volved."
Villanova the boys decided to better offensive games. "But son's heavy slugging
The contact of pro basketball honors with Claud Haws pickec
has won to score three runs in the se- track record with an 81-mile- come from professional gasketplay ball and from thenon they've winning the game meant the most him a berth on the Philliea'
in- venth inning and beat the an-hour average. The old mark ball, and it will be interesting is one thing that makes some as coach of the year and guard
played outstanding ball," said to me," he added.
field at either first or third Braves 4.3. Dave McNally, Gene of 78.705 mph was set in 1967 to see how he meets it.
people skeptical of Alcindor's Bobby Jones as the tournathe silverhaired coach whose clbase. Manager Bob Skinner says Brabender and Eddie Watt held by Richard Petty, Randleman, "I saw Bill Russell dominate chances to succeed. He often ment's most valuable player.
Wrack
said
he
felt
Baum
'
ub nearly missed coming to the
he is undecided over which the Braves to five hits.
N. C. who finished seventh Sun- college basketball for three str- complained of the rough treatplayed a "marvelous" game. He
Haws guided the club to a
NIT.
position Johnson should play Gary Holman's homer, a two- day.
aight years, so I had no doubt ment he received under the boalso
had
praise for substitute but
274 regular seismal record and
.,
• h "This team Is like& cinderella
that he wants his bat in run double by Del Unser and
it
be
could
said
done,"
ards
coach
Leroy
in
college,
Yarbrough
and
of
he
Columis
sure
Tom
Wiecterak who came throu- the
"ball club," said the man whose
a two-run single by Frank How- bia, S. C., was second behind John Wooden Saturday after his to be pushed under continually to four consecutive tourney conlineup.
quests and the national crown.
Temple teams have earned a re- gh with a pair of crucial baskets
The 6-foot, 2-inch, 210-pound- ard sparked a six-run, eighth- Allison, followed by Pearson, team had defeated Purdue 92-72 by the pros.
putation for their ball handling which put the Owls ahead 75-73 er, who had a broken bone inning rally which lifted the Cale Yarborough, Timmonsville, for its fifth NCAA 'crown in six "That's part of the game in Paducah slipped past Robert
Morris of Pittsburgh, Pa., in Saabilities and solid background with three and a half minutes removed from his right hand Washington Senators to a 104 S. C., and Donnie Allison, Huey- years.
the pros. I'll just have to adjust," turday night's finals, 79-78.
remaining
alter the Phillies acquired him win over the Houston Astros. ton, all in 1969 Fords.
of basic basketball.
think
will
"I
Lewis
be like the he says.
A speedy 6-1 guard, Jones
After the Owls forced the us- isat winter from
It was these same traits which
A standing-room record crowd player he was in college in the
the Atlanta It was the Senators' third win hi
And, what about his attitude? scored 20 points in the title
carred the determined Owls past ually reliable Eagle tall hand- Breves, drove in four runs with 18 games under Manager Ted of 36,400, saw Pearson and Bob- pros, although it's very difficult It sometimes appeared he didn't
clash and averaged 22 points
a willing but weary BC team. lers to lose the ball on turnovers two homers and a double Sun- Williems
by Isaac, Catawba, N. C., battle to- dominate the pro game. "I care for basketball that much- per tournament
Homers
game. He also
as
Temple
continued
to--pad
tts
dae
to
Johnson,
teed
Lee
the
efirrind lehnny for the read moat of-the race. don't think he's reached his phy- that it was his obligation rather acted as floor general
PhillieS to I 5-2
Cowl lifinented after the game
and was
margin
against
the
desperate
Eavictory
Bench
led
over
the Cincinnati Reds But Isaac, in a 1969 Dodge, sical peak yet," said the Bruins' than his love.
the Los Angeles
"We just got tired. The spirit
rugged on defense.
Dodgers. He has hit four hom- to a 8-3 decision over the New went out after 422 Laps with a coach.
willing but the kid's legs gles.
"Sometimes it turns into a
.was
ers and driven in 10 runs in York Yankees.
blown engine.
just got weak and weary."
Coach George King of Purdue, job," Lew admitted. "But I don't
Time and again the Eagles
Robert Morris of Carthage,
Don Pavletich's two-run single
Mechanical troubles also got a former pro player, concurred
Temple, winner of the first were foiled in their efforts to the Phdlies last five games.
think I could do anything with Ill, took third place with a 62Jim Lonborg. 23-game win- climaxed a four-run eighth inn- Charlie
Glotzbach,
George- with Wooden that Alt-fader should as much feeling. The main
NIT played in 1938, rallied from get the ball into Driscoll as the
5e win over Burlington, Iowa.
a 46-42 halftime deficit behind rangy Eagle star was surround- ning hero of Boston's 1967 ing as the Chicago White Sox town, Ind., arid Bud Baker, make a tine professional player. I had in my three years at UCLA Murray State Junior College of
defeated
American
the
Charlotte,
Kansas
N.
C.,
both
City
League
in
Roy1969
Pennant trithe shooting and rebounding of ed by the right Temple zone.
"There is no question that was that sometimes, the news Tishomingo, Okla., beat defendumph, left Sundays 7-3 loss to als 4-2 . . . Two errors by Dodges.
senior John Baum. The muscuAlcindor will be a fine pro," media tried to put me in a ing champion San Jacinto 65-58
In the post game ceremony the New York Meta
shortstop
John
Kennedy
with
a
and
sore
a
lar Baum, who didn't play high Temple players walked over and
said King, after big Lew had bad light. Not the New York for fourth place, and Phoenix
right shoulder and the serious- wild pitch by Bob Richmond
school ball, scored 30 points and shook hands with Cousy, a man ness
personally destroyed the Boiler- papers, they've been good to whipped Moberly, ?do., 102-83
of the ailment is unknown. enabled the Chicago Cubs to
for fifth.
hauled down 10 rebounds while who lost his final battle but went Ken
makers with 37 points and 20 re- me.
HOPKINSVILLE WINS
Boswell and Bobby Heise beat the Seattle Pilots 7-6 after
helping slow clown the Eagles' out like a champion. And 61-year- drove in two
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
In't
a
—
5-4
The
11
-inning
runs each for the
loss in a rare
e fast break.
Hopkinsville High School swim
old Litvrack may be farther away Meta, who raised their spring exhibition doubleheader.
The loss snapped a 19-game from the rocking chair now that record to 84.
Dave Campbell, trapped in a team Saturday piled up 233%.,.
winning streak for BC which had he's won his first national chamGaylord Perry of the San rundown, scored the winning points to capture the Class AA
not lost since Cousy announced pionship.
Francisco Giants and Jim Nash run on an interference call a- swimming and diving chamgainst catcher Jim Hutto as the pionships at the University of
Detroit Tigers edged the St. Kentucky's Memorial Coliseum
Louis Cardinals 7-6. Lou Brock pool.
Fort Thomas Highlands finhit a two-run homer for the
Cardinals and Al Kallne hit a ished second with 209'4 points,
two-run homer off Bob Gibson while 1968 champion Richmond
Model dipped to third place.
for the Tigers.
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L CARE

diagnose the
ent and order
services and
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COLOR TV SPECIALS

Only

RACER NINE
Tops WINDY

SHOP & COMPARE
Ms-Mathis

Offers Such
Quality & Price

*

SAVE UP TO $200.00

*

•

$55995

J
JAI
4

/line Wage IP
...,Arsteasatk Deemassing
• Pewee Transformer
"41•Year Picture Tube
Warranty
laweant Entertaliwnerit
MIN Sa Inch Picture Tube
•

with a
qualified
trade

—

MANY MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

•

WE CAN MATCH ANY QUALITY
4°I WE CAN TOP ANY PRICE
WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANTIES

wrIalle•
•
Nblold Pianism

CURTIS-MATHES

OFFERS
ONLY
THE 8-YR. PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
2 Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated

Menl•-ati

TV REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS . . . FAST,
EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR AND
BLACK & WHITE
-- All Work Fully Guaranteed —

• benefits

10

BUY YOUR TOWERS AT WHOLESALE PRICES

ed.
•

n1.1
-t4
sa

T.V. SERVICE CENTER
"We Truly Appreciate Your Business"
312 N. 4th
753-586
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A sharp single to right by Annead lb
3 1 0 I
Mike Fitzgerald on the heels Love rf
2
• 0 0
of a booming triple to center Moore rf
2
1 0
by Phil Hayden plated the win- Estep ab
4
0 1
ning run in the bottom of the Young c
4
1 0
ninth, as the Murray State base- Wittenbraker cf 2
0 0
ball team won their third con- Bovett cf
1
0 9
secutive game on the MSU dia- Willis p
2
0 0
mond last Friday, besting Van- Stenson ph
1
0 0
derbilt University 3 to 2.
Adams p
Murray State's Rodney Pryer
—
pitched brilliantly during his
Totals
91 2 3 2
six inning stint. lie fanned eight
and gave up only one hit, a
Murray State Univ.
lead-off single in the sixth innab r h ebi
ing. This one hit, however, rf- Fitzgerald 2b
5 0 1 1
suited in a run as a result of llappin ss
2 0 1 1
Pryer's own error on a pick•oft Toon et
4- 0 1 0
throw to first base.
Derrington lb
4, 0 0 0
Murray took a 1-0 lead in Parish If
3 0 0 0
the fifth inning when Tim Map- Nichols If
1 0 0 0
pin scored Pryer on a sacrifice Cole c
2 0 1 0
fly. After Vandy tied the score Rudnick pr
0 1 0 0
in the top of the sixth, the White p
1 0 0 0
'Breds went. right back on top Scavo rf
2 0 1 0
in the bottom of the 6th. Bill Pavlacka 3b
4 0 1 1
Cole walled after one out and Pryer p
2 1 0 0
scored the go-ahead run on con- Hayden c
2 0 1 0
secutive singles by Vito Scavo Devis pr
0 1 0 19
and Bob Pavlacka.
— — —
Vanderbilt tied the game at
Totals
22 3 7 a
2-2 in the top of the ninth.
Armstead drew a base on balls Varebik 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1-2
off of Randy White, Murray's Murray
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 --3
second pitcher who entered the
Errors: Estep, Conn, Willis,
game to start the 7th inning. Cole, Pryer. LOB: Vanderbilt
Armatead advanced to second 4, Murray State 9. 3B—Hayden.
base on a passed ball, and scor- SB—Conn 2, Mappin.
ed the second unearned Vandy
run on a single by Moore. White
IP H R ER Ell SO
then sopped the Vandy rally to Willis
7 3 1 1 4
sat the stage fo rthe 'Breds Adams
winning run in the bottom of
(L, 2-1) 12 1 1 0
the ninth, and his first victory PrYer
6 1 1 0 2
of the season.
White
The Thoroughbreds, now 3 (W, 1-0) 3 2 I 0 1
and 0, were rained out today.
Four games are on tap this
week, however, and all four.are
with Memphis State University.
MOREHEAD STATE
Memphis State plays here Tuesday and Wednesday, and the
MOREHEAD, Ky. rure —
'Breds journey to Memphis for
games 013 Friday and Saturday. Morehead State University inIt was Vanderbilt's first loss in augurates its 1969 baseball season Wednesday against Bellerfive outings.
mine College at Louisville.
Returning as baseball coach
Vanderbilt •
after a two-year absence La
ab r b rbl
n Allen, who coached MoreCoon se
3 0 0 0
d from 1955-1058 atd in
Winchester 213 4 0--i 0
Aftse If
3 I• 0

o
o o
— — —

0

a.
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Paducah Junior
Wins NCAA Title
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L. C.
MILLER
Candidate
for

CIRCUIT
- COURT
CLERK
I wish to announce that I am a candidate for the office of Circuit
Court Clerk of Calloway County in the Democratic Primary to be held on
May 27, 1969.
I was born and raised in Calloway County near Klrksey and have
been living in Murray since 1945. I am the son of Acree Miller of 1863 College Terrace Drive, and the late Bessie Miller. I am a member of the
First
Baptist Church of Murray.
I am a graduate of Kirksey High School, Kirksey, Ky. I iweekred
my Bachelor Degree from Murray State University with ut
mi8 In Business
and Mathematics. I also have my Master Degree from
y State University with a major in Education. I attended Wa8hingtft
4—Un1verat1y at St.
Louis, Mo., one year on a National Science Foundation Scholarship. I have
two summers of work at University of Kentucky and one summer
at George
Peabody College at Nashville, Tennessee.
I worked one tobacco season at Outland Loose Leaf Floot,
Murray,
Kentucky. Also, I have wonted 11 years with TVA as payroll clerk. I
have
had 20 years teaching experience in Mathematics and Business but part
of
this teaching experience has been out of the state.
This is the first time I have ever asked for a public office
although I
have had the desire to run before.
I wish it was possible for me to see each of you before May 27, 1989,
but in the event that I fall to see any of you personally, PLEASE
accept this
message as a sincere request for your vote, support and influence.
If you elect me your next Circuit Court Clerk, I will endeavor
to
work to the very best of my ability to serve the people of Calloway
County,
as this will be my only employment.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE GRATEFULLY APPRECIATED
Sincerely

L. C. MILLER
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Miss Marilyn Jean Wilson Is Honored Ai
Bridal Tea Held At The Holiday Inn

RP' ••••

Phone 7113-11117 or 753-4247

Miss Marilyn Jean Wilson. held punch, nuts, dlaill7 Part
,
bride-elect of Thomas Lee Walk- sandwiches and decorated peter, was delightfully compliment- its fours in the color motif.
ed with a tea given Saturday
The hostesses were assisted
MIWren March 6., in the Red in serving by Misses Susan NasRoom of the Holiday Ian.
ty and Leah Fulton.
Hostesses for the lovely oc- Guests enjoyed the lovely recasion were Mesdames John C. freshments seated at individual
Nanny, Johnny L Reagan, H. tables which were covered with
Glean Doran, William C. Elk- white cut-work linen cloths.
ins. Phillip D. Mitchell, Galen Small floral arrangements in
Joe Dick, and Harold low silver bowls decorated each
table and further enhanced the
afflor- Guests were presented to the beauty of the occasion.
receiving line which was comLynnville Baptist Church was hashed offlower petals. Her dress
Guests called between the
posed of the honoree, Miss Wil- hours of two-thirty and four- the scene of the wecklieg of Miss was mint green pew-de-foie.
The bridal gown,the attendants
son, her mother, Mrs. H. W. thirty o'clock in the afternoon. Rita Kay Wheeler, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wheeler or and the flower girl's gowns were
•• •
Wilma, Mrs. Thomas Owen
routs 1, Lymvtlle, Ky. to Larry !lanceted by the aunt of the
Walker, mother of the groomMrs. Estelle Canter.
Dale Blakely, son of Mr.and Mrs. bride,
elect, and Misses Lynn and
Kays Blakely, of Murray K.Y.
Serving the groom as beet man
Meth& Awe Walker, sisters of
The double-rirg ceremony was was Bob Wiley, and the groomsthe greesseiect.
preformed by the pastor of the man was Cary Hendrick. The
Monday, Morels 34
Me Wages chose to wear
The Robertson School PTA church, Bro. Thomas Grubbs at ushers were Wendell French and
7:00 p.m. February 21.
hem her trousseau an afterRob Dick.
will meet at the school at 7:30
The mother of the bride chose
The voles were said by candleaims dress of pale blue crepe.
p.m. Dr. Charles Hann will light before an arch of greenery a blue bonded imit dress with blue
The dress was styled with MR
be the speaker.
flanked by an arrangement of accessories. Her corage was
aspire waistline and a gen*
•• •
gladiolus.
of white carnstions.
flared skirt. SeMeovered be&
The nuptial music was preThe mother of the groom wore
The Calloway Branch of the
tons decorated the back of Ille
Association of Childhood Edu- sented by Mrs. Edna Canter and a red knit suit, and her accesdress. Her accessories were he cation will meet
at the Murray Miss Deborah Career as vocalist. sories were black. She wore a
blue to compliment the
State University Library at four The selections were "0 Perfect corsage of white carnations.
and her gift corsage was e
Love", "The
The guest register was kept
Voice That
Breathed O'er Eden", sad by Mrs. Donna Harrington.
-ymbidium urehit
•••
'Whither Thai Gout".
_..reception was held at the
Mrs. Monk whether of
irrialumaim Discussion dttional "Wedding March" from home of the bride's parents. Mrs.
bride-elect, were a drew
Group will meet at the Murra
Mrs.
Lobes:win was played as theme- Rupelle Alderdice and
pink linen designed prim= Calloway County Library
cessional and recessional.
Estelle Caner presided at the
fashion with inserts of embroid- Seven pm.
The bride, given in marriage punch bowl.
ered lace decorated with cry•••
by her hither, wore a floorThe bride's table was draped
stal beads. Her accessories were
The Creative Arts Depart- length gown of white satin pew- in green satin and overlaid with
de-soie,
matching
shade and her ment of the Murray Woman's
in a
Whit, lace. The wedding cake was
made along empire
lines, with long tapered sleeves. three tiered, trimmed in yellow
gift corsage was of white dais- Club will meet
at the club The bodice was of embossed satrosebuds and green leaves. The
ies.
house at 9:30 am. Hostesses in. Her veil of silk illusion was
traditional miniature bride and
Mrs. Walker, mother of the are
Mesdames Ray MundaY, of elbow length set on a crown
groom crested the top.
groom-elect, was attired in a Robert
For her going away trip, the
Gingerus,
Edwin of seed pearls. Her only jewelry
pink silk A-line dress which Schmidt, and Cecil
was a strand of pearls.
bride chose a pink two piece
Farris.
featured a softly rolled neck• ••
bonded knit suit with black acThe bride's bouquet was a noseline and pinned at her shouldcessories. She wore a corseted
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority gay of white carnations with net
er was a gift corsage of white is scheduled to meet at the
white carnations.
Com- arid white streamers tied in love
'feathered carnations. She chose munity
After a short wedding trip,
knots.
Center at seven pm.
complimenting accessories to
the couple is residing on Murray
Mrs. Gall Dick, sister of the
•••
complete her costume.
mute one.
bride, was matron-of-honor.
The executive board of the Misses Jenny
and Joan Wheeler,
The register table was cov- Retired Teachers
Association sisters of the bride, and Miss
ered with a white linen cloth ,
will meet at the home of Mrs. Jaime Akierdice, cousin of the
and held a silver compote with
Jess Clinic
George Hart at 6:30 pm.
brads, served as bridesmaids,
a spring arrangement of snap•• •
ANNVILLE, PA.(UPI) - Ii
wore identical floor-length
They
dragons, blue iris, anemones
gowns of mint green satin was a weekend to remember at
Tuemay, March 2$
and jonquils. Mrs. Lester Glenn
The annual Laker Songfest pes.de-soie. 'their head pieces Lebanon, Valley College for jaw
Nanny, Jr, presided and asked
will be held at the Calloway were green satin crowns with aficionados.
the guests to sign the bridal
County High School at 7:30 p.m.
More than 900 alumni of the
silk illusion net. their goons college's Music Department were
The public is invited.
The guests were directed .11
were wide along the same lines
•••
as the britWa, and they carried invited to return to their Alnu
be beautifully appointed '.19*
The
Kirksey
Elementary a single leerelemmed yellow Mater recently for a "Clinic or
table which was covered with
School PTA will meet at the carmt with green streamers. Jazz." The music fraternity, Ph
a cut-work white linen cloth.
school at 1:30 pm. with the .The flower girl, Miss Tammy Mu Alpha, Sinfonia, presented
Centering the table was a silver
fifth grade mothers u hostess- Blakely, niece of the groom,car- its annual jazz concert, augand crystal epergne holding a
ried a white satin covered
es,
mented h 1951 alumnus Walt
stylised arrangement of spring
••
levinsk, noted clarinetist, saxflowers consisting of anemones,
A practice and tapper will comers Bridge will
meet at use oplionist, arranger, conductor
freshia, iris, snapdragms, DP be held by Murray Assembly
Holiday Inn at 7:30 pm. with and composer.
sophila, jonquils, acacia, and No. 19 Order of the Rainbow Mrs.
les sksa. stifled
James Marino as hostess.
for Girls at the Masonic Hall
ranunculus.
• ••
Daniel S. Ksigliano. profesFlanking the centerpiece were at five pm.
Women of Oaks Country Club sional iiianist. and \lel Davis,
•••
three branched silver candlewill meet for bridge at 9:30 %hoe
hicted a lass Trumpet
labra holding burning tapers.
Wednesday, March M
am. Mrs. 'Thomas Jones, 753Table appointments in silver
The Welcome Wagon New. 5405, is
hostess.
• ••
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday Pays To Buckle Up
Inn at 10:30 am. Note change
CLEVELAND (UPI) - •1 S.
Indite.
bonus has been offered motorist
•••
who have their sestbelts buckle
when they're arrested for traffic
Perseus planning te nut Ow
violations here.
mires ef brides, bridal maples.
Municipal court judges hair
parties, events, etc., in the Lei
gee & Times ers. asked he woe agreed to reduce any fine IDN $5
in such cases. They segue that a
bleak and whit* flint If at ail
person who takes the time to
possible.
The Mack end white ebeew buckleup, starts off intending to
graphs ere mach better he wee drive safely and should be given
for reproduction In the new, consideration, regardless of the
Moor, thee the adored pluses seriousness of his offense.
PIO&

00404.,,

•

.Mr. Blakely Claims Hand
Of Miss Rita Kay Wheeler

SOCIAL CALENDAR
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OFFER ENDS

SATURDAY, MARCH 29th

•

In commemoration
ofits 75th year,
we offer

.gwo
Whirlpool

Chantilly

25% off
open stock
prices
Add

to your

present service
or start your
collection with a
complete service
at these savings.

Sale includes all serving pieces.

There are Whirlpool IceMagic• automatic ice makers
especially designed for your establishment. Air-cooled or
water-cooled models in a variety ofcapacities. Cu ber heads
that can be stacked in various combinations on the storage
bin of your choice. Self-contained ice Rakers. And an ice
=kips system that's been proved through years of use

RANDY THORNTON
SERVICE CO.
IIIMATTNG - Allt-CONDMONTNG

0010.1
LINDSEY'S
fa.

MURRAY. ligHTUCILY

0021:111ZECIAL INCVILIGENATION

Specializing in Service & Repair

po All service teebnichum are trade echoed
graduates
so Service trucks equipped with 2-way radio,
se' 24-beer emergency berries
542
Chestnut

MURRAY, KT.
Service Through Knowiedge

Phone
753-21111

MONDAY — MARCH 24. 1969
3
Bobby Kemp and Mrs. Coleman
Reeder.
Mrs. Lloyd Canter gave the
devotion. Sixteen members answered the roll call with "What
ers Club held its March meeting I Plan To Plant In My Yard
In the home of Mrs. Jimmy But- This Year".
terworth with Mrs. Alfred Murdock, president, presiding.
The recreational period was
A very interesting lesson on
by Mrs. Charlie Harrison.
led
"Attractive
and
Convenient
represented the is
Closets" was presented by Mrs. Mrs. Murdock
club it the state homemakers
Lexington.
terdays and the fen of tomor- meeting in

PAG

Butterworth Home
Mrs. Walter Duke Scene Of Lynn
Hostess For Meet Grove. Club Meet
Paris Road Club
The Lynn Grove Homemak-

Mrs. Walter Duke was hostess for the March meeting id
the Paris Road Hommakere
Club held at the Community
Center on Ellis Drive.
The main lesson on "Entertaining — Luncheons and Dinners" was presented by the
leaders, Mrs. Pat Thompson and
Mrs. Dewey Grogan.
The leaden said plan your
Mr. and Mrs. James Rayburn
pton of Kirksey Route One meals with variety, balance,
the parents of a son, Allen and color, watch the wants of
yburn, born on Saturday, those at the table, have plenty
arch 15, at the Fuller Moe- of food, and beverage must be
close by the table. They said
Hospital, Mayfield.
•••
gracious living depends on good
New indoor-outdoor carpets food, friendly company, and as
don't look like indoor-outdoor attractively set table. Your
carpets but wear even better says table reveals your personality,
the manufacturer of two new Imagination, feeling for colors,
floor-coverings. Both are made balance, and style preference,
via a new process that interlocks Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Duke,
the fibers from above and below said.
for increased durability. Another Mrs. Duke, president, presidprocess. used with a heavier ed, and Mrs. Ins Nesbitt read
fiber, introduces a tweedy the minutes and gave the treatexture. The two new carpets, surer's report. The devotion
one with a foam backing, are from Psalms 121:1 was given
available in 10 colors in widths by Mrs. Dewey Grogan who
read the thought, "Let us learn
of six and 12 feet.
( En—si-rong---cic--k;to live one day at a time, not
n
adding to it the burdens of yesLancaster, Pa.).

'Dean.-44r13/1-

--„,„,---,„

Don't Stand Still
Over 'Pot,' 'Acid'

rows".
Others present were Mesdames Lucille Hart, Rudy Dunn,
Johnny Roach, John Gibbs, Myrtle Madrey, Eva Curd, Eldridge Gee, and Miss Reble Steely.

A potluck luncheon was served at the noon hour.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Lloyd
Canter on Tuesday, April 8, at
one p.m.
•

0 •

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-2111111
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Murray Loan Co, _

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
woe w. math Street Plisse %AMOK

Office Hours 9-6 Mon. thru Bat.
Evening Hours Mon.,and Fri.

ETHERTON-WUEST
CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
CRENERAL•
RA C T`tel
lsACCIOfNT a I NOO•TRIAL INJURY

Phone 753-6642
Res, 753-7112

CLINIC

201 Ncrth 5th
Murray, Ky. 42071
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DEAR READERS: Rarely de I devote as moire column to
use letter, but the seriesseess of this problems has pnmpted
We I. do just that. Se, if yee're Welting fee a laugh today.
better skip DEAR ABBY.

DEAR CONCERNED PARENTS: Tell him that a high
school student who experiments with any mind-altering
weed—or drug—is taking his life in his hands.
Even in a time when moral absolutes are held to be
_0dd-fashioned, in this matter of "pot" or drugs for kicks, thrills,
and new sensations, parents should not hesitate to say,'THIS
IS WRONG'!" Hospitals and mental health clinics everywhere
are filled with the evidence. Amateur experimentation WUh the
brain cells makes no more sense than amateur heart IMMO.
When your win says marijuana, LSD, and ether drVill NM
freely available around his high school he is nedemidedly lellbi
the truth When he says parents "make too big a thing ent of
I" be is parroting the sales pitch of the pudiers
The sad fact is that parents are desperately ill-equipped to
cope with the pot and drug propaganda. For most of them it is
something that is simply outside their experience What are
nice middle-aged people expected to know. about something
which in their childhood was confined to the lowest elements of
society'
You are correct in seeking "the facts." But the facts are
not easy to come by. Science is just now getting around to
serious research on the subject, and for too many kids it is a
mathematical certainty that the facts will come too late.
About marijuana, this much is known: It is not physically
addictive The pot cult capitalizes on this. But all it means is
that marijuana does not require constantly increasing dosages
to produce its mind bending effects, and that a pot user
deprived of the weed does not get physically ill from
withdrawal pangs
However, marijuana DOES tend to become psychologically
addictive for some The evidence suggests that this kind of
addiction is to the constant user what alcohol addiction is to the
alcoholic It is something less than a true addiction, as is
heroin, but it is something more than a "bad habit."
Marijuana now flooding the country is of varying degrees
cif=ricy,
and (unlike the standardised toxic content of
al
ic prodiictsl the varying potency produces varying
effects It can cause anxiety, confusion, impaired judgment,
panic, temporary psychosis, and a feeling of well being in the
face of real danger But the greatest threat of marijuana, and
cannot emphasize this too strongly, is that IT PUTS
CHILDREN IN TOUCH WITH THE DRUG TRADE, AND
ANYONE WHO SELLS MARIJUANA Ti) CHILDREN WILL
SELL THEM ANYTHING, AND THIS CAN BE THEIR
INTRODUCTION TO THE HEAVIER STUFF, AND A
PRELUDE TO A MENTAL BREAKDOWN, A SERIOUS
ADDICTION, OR BOTH.
More recently, young addicts have taken alarmingly to yet
another destroyer, Methedrine, known in the jargon as
"speed," and taken either orally or by injection "Speed" is a
jolting stimulant which can almost literally burn out the
nervous system and leave the victim a mental and physical
wreck
The chain starts with the marijuana contact and the
propaganda about parents "making too big a thing of it."
Parents CAN'T make too big a thing of it Which brings us to
Question No 3 What should you do'
MAKE A BIG THING OF IT! Consult your family doctor
on the available scientific information. Have him talk
man-to-man with your son, as back-up for your own talks with
'he boy By all means talk with the schoorprincipal. Find out
his attitude and the attitude of his teachers, Whatever else you
do, don't make the mistake of doing nothing Crossed fingers
Yours. fry • healthier America.
and prayers don't work'
ABIGAIL VAN BUREN

00.1
4041

&ill.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Our son is a junior in high school, and he
tells us that any kid in his school who wants "grass"
(marijuana) or even "acid" (LSD) knows where he can get it.
He has told us that so far he has never tried any of this
00,but most of his friends have. When we asked him for the
nemes of some of the kids who have "tried it," so we can track
down the people who are selling it, he refused, saying he didn't
want to be a "fink"
He also said that wendults are making.teo big a thing over
pot and acid—that it isn't nearly as dangerous as we think it is.
What are the facts? What can we tell our son? What Mould
we do?
CONCERNED PARENTS

AM

When you get the feeling
nobody loves you,
call somebody you love.
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Somebody cares and would be tickled
to get a .Long.Distance call from you. So go
ahead. It won t cost' much, now that rates
are so low every night and all weekend
long. (Dial direct. It s faster.)

South Central Bell

.„ •
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ap and Mrs. Coleman
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MURRAI, EZNTUCRY
PIlL IMITATE POP SALE

yd Canter gave the
;lateen members enroll call with "What
Plant In My Yard

AUTOMOBILES POR MLR

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
NOTICE
DODGE, pick-up. Y-8 1965 CHEVROLET Imp& conELECTROLUX
SALES & Ser?straight drive. Long wheel be... vertible. Real sharp car! Phone
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
$355.00. Phone Carl Howard, 753-5028.
M-25-P it Sanders. Phone 3113-3175,
489-3811.
11-23-C
, Kr.
April-Ul-C
1962 CHEVROLET Impala 2- Lynnville,
1965 FORD Falcon Future 4 door hardtop. Good shape. Will MARY BOGARD is now emdoor sedan. A local one or sell for $600.00 Call 753-8146 ployed at Iota's Beauty Salon.
automobile,
with
automatic Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday She would like to invite all het
tramanimion. Many miles of ser- alter 6:00 p. m.
11-35-1" customers to call for an apvice remaining on this car. Park- 1967
pointment. Phone 753-8282.
VOLKSWA.GFel.
Excellent
er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone condition. Phone
M-25-C
753-.9555.
023-6273.
M-26-C
M-26-C SPECIAL: Boneless catfish dinner, $1.35. Mac & Ann's Truck
1965 MUSTANG 6 cylinder automatic. Shift in the floor. 1966 1963 PLYMOUTH Valiant Sig- Stop Cafe, Highway 641, Hazel,
net
2-door hardtop. Automatic
Buick LaSabre, 4 door sedan
M-36-C
with factory air and power. transmission and bucket seats.
GORDON'S
FISH & Fruit MarkCain and Taylor Gulf Station. A local car that is clean. Paltet, Highway 94, 2 miles west of
Corner of 6th and Main. M-244 er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
753-5273.
M-26-C Freemen Ferry Bridge. Fresh
Kentucky Lake catfish even'
1906 OPEL Kaden., 2-door se1962 CHEVROLET Impala, 2. day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field
dan. A local one owner car with
door hardtop. 1965 Chevrolet 4 grown, 15e lb. by the basket.
4-apeed transmission. A sharp door
sedan, 6 cylinder, auto- Standard gas 72 9/10 per. gal.
car. Pater Ford Used matic, power
steering. Cain and Wholesale and Retail. Open 7
Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of dais a week
April-24-C
M-26-C lith and Main.
M-24-C
TO ALL my customers connect1967 BUICK Electra 225, black 1966 MUSTANG 2-door hardtop, ed to our water District, I want
vinyl roof, factory air and all 6 cylinder, automatic transmis- to thank everyone for your buspower. 1965 Oldsmobile 88. Fat sion. An exceptionally clean lo- iness. It was a pleasure serving
tory air and power. Cain and cal car. Parker Ford Used Car you. SALM Harris.
61-34-P
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of Dept. Phone 753-5273.
M-26-C
CONTACT
Kent
Wright at 902
M-24-C
6th and Main.
1966 FASTBACK VW. Granada Poplar for your income tax
tifiel FORD Falcon Futuna con- red, low
needs. Call 7534251 for appoint
mileage. Clean. Phone
vertible. A springtime special
ment.
1:1-1TC
•
753-31168.
M-24-C
tranamission
automatic
with
PIP
UP
with
Zippiest
-Pep
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. TWO (2) 1967 FORD Galaxie
neabeldbforsaing. Ouly
M-26-C 500 convertibles. Both of these •
Phone 753-5273
are local clean cars. Convert- 111.N. Holland Drugs. &IV
1966 PONTIAC convertible, ible time
is Here!!!!! Parker IIEDVCII SAPS and lest with
power steering and brakes. Ramo Ford Used
Car Dept. Phone 753. Gelato heists amid ZVI,
onably priced. Call 753-3316 af- 5273.
M-26-C °ester piDir aseetid Drug'.
21-2114)
ter 6:00 p. m.
•
111-ITP
1964 PONTIAC Grand Prix, roc1983 S-Twenty-two Comet 21orY air and double power. 1963 A WARM WELCOME always
sedan. Bieck and white Dodge 4
-door sedan. Cain and aw53ta you at "The Wishing
vinyl interior, bucket seats and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of Well" in Western Auto. Come
4-speed transudation. A local 6th and Main.
M-24.0 In and browse around. 11-26-C
car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
Phone 753-5273.
M-26-C 1952
MODEL 30 Ferguson trac- REMOVE EXCESS body fluid
1965 MUSTANG 289, 4-in-the- tor. Excellent condition and per- with Fluidex tablets, only $1.49
at Dale & Stubblefteld. H-1TP
floor, fastback. 1965 Pontiac, fect rubber. Parker Ford Used
4-door hardtop. power steering Car Dept. Phone 753-3273.
GET RID of pests, they woe')
M-26-C leave on their own.
and brakes. Cain and Taylor
Termites Mt
Gulf Station. Corner of 13th and 1962 CHEVROLET
'taboo wag- right on eating if you ignore
M-M-C on. 1962
Pontiac Catalina, 4 them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
1967 MERCURY Cougar 2-door door hardtop with air and pow- answer, locally owned and op
hardtop with a 289 V-8. Ibis er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- erated for 20 years. We can be
a a local oar in topflight con- tion. Corner of 0th and Main. reached 24 hours a day. lf Ws
M-24-C a pest call us. Phone 753-1614.
dition. Pinter Ford Used Car
Member Chamber of Cowmen
Dept. Phone 753-5273. M-26-C
end Builders Asridation L962 PONTIAC 2-door hardtop, 216. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
L1..
1954 CHEVROLET 4-door be-.
with
air. 1963 In. 13th Street. phone 753-8818.
6 cylinder, straight shift.
Chevrolet 4-door sedan, iord Farlane 506, 4-doesv-ire.
iirjd-26-C
V-8 automatic. Power steering dan. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner
of
6th
and
Main.
and brakes. Cain and Taylor
REAL ESTATE POP SALE
M-34-C
Will Station. Corner of 6th and
THREEBEDEOOM
brick house,
Main.
M-24-C 1963 FORD
Galaxie 500, 4-door full air conditioning, all else.
sedan.
1963
Pontiac
Catalina
4
1965 THUNDER:BLEW Loam.
tric, large living-dining room
A luxurious automobde with door sedan. Cain and Taylor combination, large kitchen and
Gulf
Station.
Corner of 6th and utility storage area, carport, on
power steering, power brakes
M-311-C extra large lot. Near Robertson
and factory air. This is a one Main.
owner Kentucky car in A-1 coo753-1292
1962 FORD FAIRLAIsTE 500, 4- School. By owner. Call
dition. Porter Ford Used Car
days or 753-8873 nights. M-25-C
door sedan with 260 V-8. StandDept. Phone 753-5273.
M-26-0
d transmission and vinyl in- ONE ACRE located city limits
-Maior. A local one owner car. Hazel with pump and good well.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. Ideal building site. Call 584Moe 753-5273.
M-26-C 8064 Camden, Tenn.
M-25-P

ea

It luncheon was servoon hour
t meeting will be
home of Mrs. Lloyd
Tuesday, April 8, at

ners
MIT
ell3411111

LIRTERS
75341121

u Sat.
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Ncrth 5th
Y. Ky. 42071
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1954 VOLKSWAGEN camper
and 1960 Volkswagen sedan.
Good condition. Phone 753-7630.
M-26-C

G
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Get RW Of The Monday
BLAHSI
Tnaat Yourself To Our
* CHICKEN DINNER *
flereed Each Monday
Evening from 5-10
AT
THE HOLIDAY INN
One-half Fried Chicken
Whipped Potatoes
Creamy Cole Slew
Country Gravy
Hot Rolls and Butter

EXPERIENCED Sales Representative. Full time only. Draw
against commission. Eseellant
benefits and working collations.
Opportunities unlimited. Apply
In person at Bonamma Mobilo
Homes, North lath at Chertnut
Street.
111-M-C
LADIES WANTED to gather information for new city directory
by house to house survey. $1.60
per hour guaranteed, reply giving name, address, and telephone number in own handwriting. Send replies to Box
32-Y, c/o Ledger & Times, MurM-21-C
ray, KY.

Assistant Managers
for
Training Program

Medical Plan
BALTIMOLIE (UPI) - John:'
NEW PORI, KY. (UPI) - Opkins Hospital and the new
Burglars showed their gratitude city of Columbia, Md., are joinwith a note left in an abandoned ing forces in a sweeping program
safe here after they had removed of pre-paid medical care; ex$3,250.
pected to begin in 1970.
Residents of the "new town"
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick bones
The hauled away -the 1,000- between Washington and BaltiIn Highland Oaks Sub-division pound safe from Frisch's
Re more can sign up for a voluntary
with carport. Ready for occupanLaurent and later forced open health plan. For premiums paid
cy. Call Howard G. Baty, 753one section of the safe where to health insurance companies,
1816. Make a reasonable oar
they found
to acardwith
sectitohne.COM they will receive every medical
and it may be yours. 11-364
service from regular medical
bination
another
check-vs to lengthy hospital
LAKE DEVELOPMENT: Fine
stays. The size of the payments
going lake lot development on
Found on a back road in is yet to be determined.
Lake Barkley, over 200 acres,
Campbell County, the safe conThe hospital trustees plan to
10 minutes from ProsPerous
tamed a
town, Owner has other intermit you. Lo„note saying, "Thank build a new hospital in Columbia
it."
as part of the program.
and will make very liberal terms
a
or contract agreement. This project needs a pusher. A great
chance to have your own lake
Ans".""Mu"1".1
subdivision. Call or write T.
Pritchett, 4100 Hillsboro Rd,
MOE=
ODOM
ACA01111
of rothec
21050MDO omormin
Nashville, Tenn. 37215 (297at hoe and
1-High mountain
mamma
ou
irePer
H-M
4-Three-beetled
4-Simineas
OM MEMO
armadillo
5-5eperstes
GAIREI MOO SOUL
9-Edible
&STAMM for silver
UUOUGlial kWOU .a
red
7-Corded clef%
i's
MOM UMMU
12-Cenfederate
11-A caritiment
MMUOrir
general
9-Pisces el
13-Sey attendants
MOH NEM:
dinnerware
14-0rdinance
1111021 00000 NOR
10-Dise
1S-Derby fiat
11-Iteitersece
MO VOMOMOU ql1
17li-Candsearding
000MUM GUUMOW
19- vials
leeks
ONDUO
MAIM
21-River island
1198este at body

WANTED: Receptionist. Neat
appearance, ability to meet the
ptiblic. Bookkeeping, typing and
filing. Salary commensurate to
ability. Give references. Write
P. 0. Box 32-D, c/o Ledger and
Times.
M-25-C

SWIM

Dere is what sew tralMag
pressman ellsra yea:
'I day week.
la the
o
lese
prote
=

•=
aspermee seeded-Car
e

WANTED: Part time bookkeeper. Contact Brandon Brothers
Used Cars, Phone 753-4356.

wale yes leara-Na
isi Imelved.
• Geed staisekag misty pies
I.
will *seed Woke, M

WANTED: Part time office
help, female, age 25 to 35. High
school diploma. Interview Wednesday 9:30 a. m. to noon. No
phone calls. Bunny Bread Go,
206% East Main.
M-25-C

P‘gliNi
IZIZ
ar
• Advaaaa I. maaa(erial
vritkl• 1 is 3

years.
• Deletemllog •sipt•yee
bamellis Melnik compary
pale peados plea. Her
pikallsatlea. gargles! amid
Ka* Modica severade.
free Efe losisraans. empieyoe edeeseSse plea and
Wei NM.
19 yew ere age II re N sod

WAITRESS WANTED, evening
shift. Must be experienced, re
ferencee. Holiday Restaurant,
Aurora. Apply in person in afternoon.
WANTED: Short-order night
cook. Apply in person. Trenholm's Drive-lin, 12th & Chestnut.
TP'C

OMNI • •••, ye. meg be able se
Irak College driers sr re.
whet ISOIdIsal immisares
are Agar Prp harm billerreim
Mee. rall
,
C. P. Williams

Time Finance Co.

FOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE or lease, 3.75 acres
, fire cured tobacco base. Write
Airport Board, Box 472, Mur.
M-26-C
ray., Kentucky 42071
•

ssivicss

POP SAL1
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweat
ars at half price. Spring sportswear arriving now. Stop and
sm. 'The Stripe Shop,•603
April-84
South 4th St.

OPPRIED

HORSES: At stud, 2 regiet
teed 3 gaited stallions, Premiers Pride by Stonewall Pr*
Eider, Ensigns Majestic Style by
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding
In USA. One registered Welch
pony, show type. Sales-Training-Boarding. Blackwell Stables. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
153-6077.
March-31-C

GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be sure and try
these Grey Nightcrawlers! For
this vicinity the Grey Nightcrawlers are very new. They an
resistant to heat and to cold. BEAT THE SPRING rush perFor your bait needs, Call 753- iod. Call now and let me talk
2450, or see Lee Smith on the with you about your room adNew Concord Highway. Watch dition or new house. Specialisfor the signs.
TP7tiC ing in kitchen remodeling and
updatii.g. I will be glad to disTHOUSANDS of square yards, cum your ideas
with you and
100% nylon pile carpet (com- give an
estimate without any
pare at $6.95 square yard else- obligation.
Call Gerald L Cartwhere) our price, $1.99 Maud er,
753-8260.
M-25-C
yard up to $3.95 square yard
while it lasts. Paschall Discount CALL 753-8061 for pure city
House, Mud, Kentucky, 492- drinking water. Will pump and
rna
ki-24-P flush cut your cistern. Ask about Pre-east concrete cisterns
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer. Call for
trailer, home or cabin use.
753-3294.
11-24-C Sam Harris Water
Service,
M-24-P
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue Route 5, Murray, Ky.
Lustre makes the job a breeze. WILL
BREAK gardens. Phone
Rent electric shampooer $1.
753-4839.
M-25-C
Tidwell's Paint Store.
M-29-C
CARPET Colors looking dim? Academic Bankruptcy
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim.
CORAL GABLES, Fla.(UPI)
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric - The nation's universities are
shampooer $1. Western Auto courting "academic bankruptcy"
Store,
M-29-C by failing to move swiftly
toward educational
CAMPING Trailer, 15 ft. fully- enough
furnished. Real nice and ideal reform, said Robert W.. Santoff,
for outing. Call 753-7728 or president of RCA, in an address
SUSPENDED, APPOINTED
753-7435.
M-26-C at the University of Miami,
"Higher_ education is sup- Otto Otepka4uspended from
'
TREAT RUGS right, they'll be
posed to complete the founda- a security fob in the John;
a delight if cleaned with Blue
tion for a continuing process of son administration, has been
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
learning that extends into pro- appointed by President Nix$1. Big K.
on to fill a $36,000-a-year
fessional and business life," he
post on the Subversive AcWANTED TO RENT
said "Yet how can it do so if it
tivities Control Board. pteplags behind tbe business world in
ka was suspended by former
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
environment?
unfurnished house out of city adapting to a new
Secretary of State Dean
institution
reacted
business
so Rusk
limits on paved road. Must have If a
for providing certain
running water and bath. Rent lethargically to the need for new information to a Senate comreasonable. Phone 753-1918 and concepts its failure would be mittee without department
ask for Mary.
TYNC only a matter of time."
authorization.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

=

grim.

22-Toward shelter
24-Sink M middle
26-Choicest
29-Young salmon
(111-)
31-Speck
33-Nalsoor sheep
7- 34-Indefinite
article
35-Pronoun
37-Bushy clump
39-Spanish article
40-Soak
42-Affirmateve
44-Pattern
46-Former Russian
ruler
411.Parcel of land
40-Diversity
Si-Genus 0 cattle
53-Wales In water
SS-Soften In
tamper
SS-Pulverizes
614.mi
62-Made of oats
64-Guido's high
note
65-Danct step
66-Newly maned
wornan
677-Pose for pdttrait
DOWN
1-Priest's
vestment

2tv

201.1eursful
2241eperate
23-Paths
25-Obtained
27-Scoff
211-Score
30-Timid
32 Man's
nicloverne
36-Lamprey
1

2

3

3.111--Pigeons
41Articles of
furniture
43-Seed
45-Sprints
47-rub esp
49-Domesticated
52-Supercilious
parson
(r•

54-European
55-Knock
56-Period of hme
57-Sailor
(collat.)
59 Man's name
60-Posed for
portrart
63 Note of scale
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by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

HOW CAN ANY TEAM gr
BEATEN FORTY-EIGHT TO NOTHING..

FORTY-EIGHT
IONOTHING!

114E FIRST GAME
OF -THE SEASON,

ci
Ii

Bq AN EXPANSION CLUBM

eal

14

,
!=ri

3.4,a+2

azZ,
3-29

by Ernie Busbmiller

Nancy
THE
PLASTER
MIGHT
FALL
ON MY
H EAD

OH,
TEACHER,
THE

CEILING
OVER MY

OH, IT WON'T
COME DOWN - IT'S
BEEN CRACKED.

FO R )7eEARS

I'LL
PLAY
SAFE
<_

HEAD IS
CRACKED

FURNISHED HOUSE. Living
room, bedroom, kitchen, bath
and carport. Ideal for couple.
M-34-C
Phone 753-1859.
2-BEDROOM trailer on Sycamore Phone 753-5332 after 5:00
M-34-C
p. m.
THREE-BEDROOM house, living room, dining room, kitchen.
Big garden spot. located on
641 North. Contest Robert Wiggins at Wiggins Furniture hetween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. a.
Phone 753-4566 Couples or couples with chlldreti only. TFC
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Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

ISUPParE 774S- PERSON AcC/OES
.(7t, EXPOSE AM. MY WN01.-E NEW
ROLLO ORERSLEY 15 TORTURED(
CAREER CAN 64 ZIP /4/
IN THE THOUGHT THAT HIG SECRET
SMCW5..
/1 7 Ofg/ZO
HAS SEEN DISCOVERED BY
EVEN EsE(CAE)
SOMEONE UNKOWN TO HVII
JAILED::

SURE WAS.
SNE WANTED TO
SURPRISE YOU
Gcrr
RACK Flto to\
MEETING THE
PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED
STATES

WHEN you

LOSE OUT SALE
Everything In The Store
Must Go!

Hazel Furniture ,
Co.
Hazel, Sy.
This Close Out Sale Is
One of the Best Ever
Offered In This Area!
All
merchandise
new.
Name brands. Furniture and
bedding at Big Bargains. Bassett, Yorktown, and Oxford
House by Kenlea. Tell City
and Delka hardrock maple
dining suites with buffet and
hutch to match. Living room
and den suites by Broyhill,
Bassett, Griffaw, and Byrd.
All types occasional chairs
and recliners, Murphy Miller
and others Coffee tables with
end tables to match, various
kind and sizes.
Come See For Yourself
First Come First Served
While Stock Lasts
Terms Cash
Everything Must Go By
MARCH 31st., 1969
11-1-T-C

Lir Abner

by Al Capp
WE
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WE'RE
H ERE
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FOR RENT

LICENSED BEAUTY operator
or apprentice to work weekends. Phone 43743001.

Weird ter as Off•••••A•41
Crab imam Oh eirenempes erbb
••••••••• Art is bruisers us.. a large ergassiers p.w. rad 1111 are ter this
pregner -lee" red Is eare

Southside Manor
Phone 7534702
Murray, Kentucky

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home in Keeneland. Put
ly carpeted, 2 baths, large family room, central heat-air. Phone
753-8444.
M-26-C

KELP WANTED

ALLFORs

Bea

Appreciation

THREE-BEDROOM brick Cobsial home,
x 150' kit, paved
double drive, walldoevell ear
peeing air conditioner, in Meadow Green Acres. Phone 7534443 after 5:00 p. En.
M-24P
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Hong Kong Children
Find Law's Long Arm
Has a Friendly Grip

Ai

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

JAMES SEALE

Hospital Rapoet

MONDAY — M4KCIL34. 11)(19

KWA Unit Sets Meeting In
Paducah Thursday

•

Census —
.... UT
(Continued Praia Pepe tines
itentimied Prism Paso Oaii)
Ceases — Maremp ... •
Aiksaisehessi. Mame ill TM
was elected last May at the Ansad on Main Street. beo Pulled
Mrs. Jolene Ciatilegtme, I/04 nual Assembly of the Associaup to the stop sign at leth and
Blvd, Monti; Ramat tion in Louisville. His term of
stopped. Foster raft the Rep
Waldrop, Route 4. Mvajj office will conclude with the
sign at a rapid speed sliding as
District I at the Kentucky national level with similar bodies
Mayfield. H. C. Mathis at PaduMaus, Wardle; Leonard April 17-19 Assembly in Lexbe turned left ea West Main
Welfare Asericiatiot Inc., will In other states, with tbe NaDecker,
W.
Paris, Testa.; Mn. ington.
cah and The bklare. a Waft '
from 16th Street and Mt the
hold a dinner meeting Thursday tional Committee on Children
A graduate of Middlesboro,
at MSU as a member of tba
Turner car, according to the Beverly J. Mills, 806 College
at 7 p.m. in the Holiday Inn in and Youth, the OMANI Cillencil
Cita- Murray; Mn. leaks Rak- my., High School, he received
police report.
Youth Council.
Paducah.
State
of
Committee
s
thlidien
es
The police said Foster left er, 1200 OUve Blvd., Murray; his AB. degree from Transyland
Youth
and
Interdepart
the
According
to Mrs. Edna C.
the scene of the accident. Dam- Miss Kimberly Hale, Route 1, vania College and his BD. de
Glenn, the district president, the mental Committee On Children
age to the Turner oar was on Dexter; Mrs. Wanda Parker, IL gem from Lexington TheologiMurray; Mrs Hutthie Smith, cal Seminary. In addition to program, "Emphasis on Youth," and Youth. The commiesielt also Funny Forty
the left door, quarter panel, and
Route
2, Kirksey; Mrs. Lola the Mt. Sterling Church, he has will concern the KWA's desire works with local agencies on the
ELYRIA, OHIO (UPI) — Dr.
rear fender, and to the Foster
local level.
Mae
Robertson
, 30. South 4th also served Christian Churches to concentrate on youth this
Andrew V. Boyaon will never be
ear On the right front fender
Mrs. Ruby E. Smith of Mur- able to keep his age a
Street, Murray; Mn. Ida Dar- In Pikeville and Erlanger, Ky. year and a discussion of the
and grill
secret in
White House Conference on ray State University has been the future.
nell, Route 5, Benton; Mrs, DoHe
was
named
in
"Outstand
Cargos
isms injured In
USW
appointed
Children
the
at
and
state level as
Youth.
m Holland, Route 1, Almo; Mrs. ing Young Men Of America" in
- Someone (Dr. Boysen susa NM car accident
Mary Like, Box 277, Hazel; baby 1966 by the Junior Chamber of
"The Concerns,'Of Youth, Na- chairman of the executive com- pects his collegaues at Elyria
night Omit 7:30, according to girl Dooms (Lynn), Ringo; baby Commerce, and named to "Out- tionally and in
Our Community" mittee of the regional council. Memorial Hospital) placed
a large4
Igarhad, ask ?Pieper Chalet girl Mills, 806 College Crta., standing Personalities Of the will be discussed
by adults with Other appointees to the KenSlaiplimmea.
Murray.
South" in 1967 and 1968 by a panel response by local young tucky White House Conference banner on a downtown underGems received an injury to
Lexington Theological Semin- people moderated by Mrs. are Kenneth Hoover, a minister pasa reading "Andy Boysen-40
Dlentissale
the *tit shoulder. Be was aMaster Eddie Ellis, 416 N. ary. He has toured Europe and Chrystal Darter, field represen- of Benton, Mrs. Bill Peak of today."
rmed sad released, according 8th Street, Murray; Master Loyd the Holy Land after attending
tative of the Kentucky Commis▪ andieellim at the MurraY- Alan McClure, Box 86,
Hazel; the World Convention Of Chris- sion on Children and Youth.
Wham" Onisly Houpital.
Mrs. Pam Young, Route 2, Mur- tian Churches in Edinburg, ScotThe KWA, according to its
Trooper Illepbeneea mid Car- ray; Steve Chadwick,
Route 1, land. He was made a Kentucky
gos, driving a 1967 Perd Fa/r- Hazel; Mrs. Charlene Morgan, Colonel by Gov E. Breathitt; constitution adopted in 1940, has
1811M—TV
I AC—
ime, WIN Sim south on North Route 3, Murray; Mrs
the purpose of promoting social
Mamie( 4
Channel S
Patricia and his writings have been pubChaise! s
Mk at the Penny Road inter- Mott (Roger), 713 Elm
Street, lished in "World Cali," "The welfare by the stimulation of
MONDAY
EVENING
PROGAAM1
1
nalise whim he lost coatroi o/ Murray; Mn. Margaret
"Bethany friendly cooperation among inand
Sills, Christian,"
e4emnir jaSit
.Zon
499s, .
W Irt
,
1
SW,
the car.
,888
* ;4
dividuals, agencies, institutions
6 INOvr
Route 6, Murray; Mrs. Livie Fen- Guide."
Stephenson mid the car was nel, 1008 Sharp Street,
and
organizati
MI
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an/
Mertlith
interested
Guemoonelie
Seale
in
Mr.
addressed the PrayMI#11•0•11
Murray;
30
Leualt-In
limas Lucy
Porto. Flat-.
earned bottom side up after the Mn. Carolyn
Leslie and baby es Breakfast For Men this morn- social welfare and the particiMayberry RA,D.
Outcasts
accident. A passenger in the car, boy, 727 Nash
8 I!ICI'Can,*
Family Affair
Ou'casto
Drive, Murray; ing at 7:00. He led them "in an pation in fact-finding in the field
Xi :00 aisnois"
Ragioa MeCage, received a cut Mrs. Janke
A greisp of smiling Kong Kong school kids visit
Carol burnao tow. 224 Vail,
30 Mono
Johnson and baoy experience of prayer", using of needs and resources of social
film aunt'', Moo SI Votary
on the arm.
polka station to Morn how o reporting roomopemites.
10 48
0110worer MAMA UM Non: AM, Seem
OK Route 5, Murray; Tony Uody Channel's "The Laymen welfare,
News. Wthr
liar%
Stephenson also investiated Dalton, Route
Perry Maim
Joey SIM* Item
Learns To Pray." The break1, Mayfield.
The group proposes to interBy STEVE USSY
1
1 1 ,Ifli
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imMilit
omak, Shoor
show
a asoliamycle and truck co/lizion
fasts begin each morning at pret these facts to the lay pubWrirte• gspecially /or Central Press and This Newspaper
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J:: 11111801#
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THOUSANDS of schoolchildren in Hong Kong are finding that as the New Concord Road Sat7:00 and conclude no later than lic and to professional social
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All Work is GUARANTEED
and approved by insurance
companies of Murray
The friendly persbnnel is expenenced In all
types of glass installation and will be glad
to help you with all your glass needs.

Authorized Dealer and Installer for
LIBBEY-OWENS
PLATE GLASS • WINDOW GLASS • STORE
FRONTS • ALL TYPES MIRRORS •
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT AUTO GLASS

FORD GLASS
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• Providing the SAME Personalized Services...
• With the SAME Folks To Serve You . .

throughout the United States Our ccmpany now
provides
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In this era of mini, it seems'
petite girls have the advantage
except in the area of fake
fingernails
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large to fit a small girl's fingers
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In Bel-Air Center
Murray
Bob Ladastua, Mgr.
Phone 753-5573
WE MAKE /ND MORTGAGE REAL ESTATE
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